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Tacoma Police
arrest suspect in
Smith Hall case
By David Franzen
Staff Writer
The Tacoma Police Department have
arrested a man suspected of accosting a
student in the Smith Hall breezeway Jan.
8 after actively pursuing the case since it
occurred.
According to Security Services, the suspect admitted to police that he had committed the crime No other details regarding the arrest, or the identity of the subject
were available at presstime.
Information that surfaced in the weeks
just prior to the attack indicate that the
suspect had been seen on campus by a
number of people up to two and a half
hours before he grabbed a member of the
Kappa Kappa Gamma sorority by the
cmtch in the breezeway between Smith
and University Halls. The suspect had
apparently also helping a student move
boxes into a residence and helped a harpist carry a harp into Kilworth Chapel.

Faculty Sena tackles activity credit issue
JBy Jenny Apple
News Assistant
Whether activity courses should be
graded has again surfaced as a topic of
debate among faculty members.
The faculty senate voted last week to
have the Academic Standards Committee
and Curriculum Committee review the
issue of activity courses and report on
their fmdings at the end of 1992.
The consensus was the outcome of discussion in the faculty senate about a proposal to make all activity classes pass/fail.
One cause of controversy is that the
average of grades assigned in activity
courses is 3.81.
"They sell the farm on grades," believes
Politics and Government Professor Bill
Haltom.
However, argued Communication Professor Kristine Bartanen, who was a visitor at the meeting, "I don't think the statistic of 3.81 is telling the story." Many
students who take activity classes choose
the pass/fail option, while some activity

courses require extensive recruiting and auditioning before admittance, such as the
music performance groups.
The issue ofthe status ofactivity classes at
Puget Sound arose this year in discussions
about grade inflation in the Academic Standanis Committee, although the proposal to
make the classes pass/fail was not offered as
a specific remedy for this problem.
Bartanen presented the following scenario
to demonstrate the impact of activity credit
grades on overall GPAs: ifa student who has
30.5 credits with a 2.0 GPA takes the maximumofl.5activitycreditsandreceivesanA
in each class, his or her grade point will be
increased to 2.09.
Haltom pointed out that the 3.81 grade
average of activity courses suggests that
statistically, "mediocrity is rewarded with
an A-."
He later explained that to maintain a grade
average of3.8 1, every time a student fails an
activity course, five to ten A's must be given
to compensate for the F.
"We ought to find out who is abusing

[activity course grades] and do what we
can to stop it," Haltom argues. He feels
that if high grades cannot be explained in
some courses, they should simply have
pass/fail status.
Faculty members also questioned the
use of attendance as a criteria for assigning grades in activity courses, some arguing that in academic classes it does not
play a significant role in determining
grades.
Commented Bartanen, "Attendance in
an activity class is different than warming
a seat in a lecture class."
Physical Education Professor Roberta
Wilson, a member of the faculty senate,
emphasized laterin an interview that "attendance is not the only criteria" in her
department's activity courses. She explained that faculty tries to create criteria
to distinguish performances, but students
who take these classes are often "highly
enthusiastic" and "highly skillet"
Attendance is important, she said,

see SENATE page 4

Science in Context Forum
EBy Jenny Apple

erry Uuoney,ttssociwe/icaaeflflclean,
helped to moderate Tuesdays forum.
A

News Assistant
The justification, content, and logistics of
the Science and Context core were the focus
of Tuesday's Open Forum moderated by
Douglas Cannon, Terry Cooney and John
Hanson.
This twelfth core requirement will be applied to all students entering next fall. The
class will be taught for the first time as a
required course in 1994-1995. According to
the Ad Hoc Curriculum Review, students
should take the course in their junior year,
after they have fulfilled the other two Natuml World core requirements.
The curriculum raview explains that the
Science in Context courses "would have the
common objectives of increasing the

student's curiosity about the sciences,
portraying the interrelationships among
scientific disciplines, and giving context
to knowledge of the sciences...."
In his opening remarks, Philosophy ProfessorDouglas Cannon cited the results of
a student survey in which the Natural
World core was emphasized as an area in
which they would not have taken courses
if science credits were not required.
He commented, "I've always been
troubled by the fact that... more than perhaps any other area of the curriculum,
almost no one takes science as an elective."
Chemistry Professor John Hanson outlined four major issues relating to the
Science in Context core that might war-

see SCIENCE page 10

ASK,_,.:,and you
s ha1iui . c.c.i:ve
. IJBy Arnanda Fox.
.S.taff Writer
t g Ap4J; the academic year is drawing
:toaciose. Are you feeling anxious about
justhow well the University is preparing
you for the "real world"? You don't have
to be a near-graduate to feel the pangs *t....
uncertainty about what the future hold:.
And even if you aren't at the panic point
justyet, you may still come to ASK Night
this Tuesday, Apr17, from 6:30-8:30 pm
in the Rotunda.
AS K is an acronym for Alumni Sharing
Knowledge, axd it is your opportunity to
tap the readyresource ofl.JPS graduates.
The Office of Academic and Career Advising, along with Alumni Relations and
StudentEmployment, sponsorsone ASK
night a year, usually the firstTuesday in
April.
This is achancefoUPSaltimni to meet
with students face to facein.a comfortable, informal setting, and ideally impart
some of their hard-earned wisdom coni1ing life beyond the UPS campus.
Ron Albertson, Internship and Co-op : .:
Coordinator for the Office of Acadethid:.
and Career Advising and ASK Night
Organizer, said that "there are 69 alumni
planning to be there, representing a good
balance between disciplines."
These alums— "some recent and some
not so recent," continued Albertson, will
provide "an important opportunity for
students to find out how to use their
liberal arts educations.
"And, giyen thurr.ntjob market, this
kind of networking can prove to be very
valuab1e"!
::..

:;::•:.

.. ...

see ASK page 4
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WORLD
NEWS
Iraqi army shells Kurdish foes
- Kurds in Turkey nearing revolt
IRAOJTURKEY - In apparent violation
of the cease-fire agreement signed after
the Persian Gulfwar, Iraqi military forces
are shelling and shooting at thousands of
Kurdish civilians along their front lines.
The attacks, against about a dozen small
villages and towns along the Great Zab
River, have forced the entire population
of4O,000 people to flee their homes, according to the U.N. High Commissioner
for Refugees.
"Since last Wednesday, the Iraqis have
been dropping up to 300 heavy artillery
shells in the area," said one U.N. official,
"it is quite a dramatic increase."
The shelling did not affect the security
zone set up by the allies after an abortive
Kurdish uprising after the Gulf War; but
Iraqi authorities must respect the rights of
Kurdish civilians under agreements based
on U.N. Security Council Resolution 688
that was worked out by U.N. officials in
Baghdad after the war. The shelling is
seen by many U.N. officials as a violation
of the cease-fire agreement. While Iraqi
Kurds are trying to defend their autonomous zone, Turkish Kurds have been batfling government troops to create a similar independent enclave in Turkey. Turkish airplanes struck Kurdish villages in
northern Iraq. Southeastern Turkey, which
has been swept by some of the worst
fighting between Turkish troops and
Kurdish guerrillas since the rebels' insurgency began in 1984, seems to be at the
edge of a full-scale rebellion; neither side
appears willing to yield. After clashes in
recent days that reportedly left scores of
people dead and wounded, the Turkish
government, despite censure from powerful benefactors like Germany, has imposed curfews in half a dozen towns,
shipped in the el ite counterinsurgency batta1iois, arrested several hundred people
and moved aggressively to track down
Kurdish rebel positions. (The New York
Times)

Lower car export quota criticized by Japanese industry officials
JAPAN - Mill's abrupt decision to lower
the ceiling on Japanese auto exports to the
U.S. reflects its desire to cool American
tempers, industry officials say, but they
do not expect it to calm the nerves of
Detroit's automakers. The MITI's move,
announced last week calls for a cut in the
"voluntary" restraints on auto exports to
1.65 million, down from 2.3 million. Yet,
the restraints will not affect Japanese local production in the U.S., which is expected next year to surpass exports and
can easily take up any slack in shipments
from Japan. Thus, the pressure which has

already forced cutbacks on General Motors Corp.,Ford Corp., and Chrysler Corp.,
is unlikely to diminish, industry observers
say. (The Nikkei Weekly)
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Ca-wimpaign Update
Poll shows majority would still vote for Bush

German panel will scrutinize
life, rule and repression in the
East
GERMANY - A leading dissident in the
formerEastGermany,RainerEppelmann,
has been named to head a new legislative
commission that will conduct a sweeping
investigation of the 40-year Communist
dictatorship. Members of Eppelmann's
commission will travel throughout Germany, review vast numbers ofprivate and
government documents and issue a report
detailing the methods the East German
Communists used toremain inpower. The
report, which is not expected to be completed until 1994 at the earliest, is likely to
be the most thorough official examination
of a Communist government ever committed to record. Eppelmann, an intense
figure with a dark goatee, was a relentless
critic of East German governments - as a
Protestant minister, a campaigner for disarmament and an organizer of demonstrations that led to the opening of the Berlin
wall. He has learned from newly released
files that the secret police - the Stasi - used
43 informers to monitor his activities and
disrupt his life. Among the informers was
a long-trusted lawyer. He also concluded
that Stasi officers plotted to kill him. (The
New York Times)

Russia and Ukraine fight over
Navy - Crimea Lies at heart of the
struggle
C.I.S . - The quarrel between Russia and
Ukraine over the Black Sea Fleet is not
justabout the warships. As most Russians
and Ukrainians are quick to point out, the
fight now testing the survival of the Cornmonwealth of Independent States has
deeperhistorical roots. In many ways, it is
really about the Crimean Peninsula itself,
which is now poised for a referendum on
its independence from Ukraine, and about
Sevastopol, anavy town offaded elegance
that dates back to the reign of Catherine
the Great Ukraine's claim to the fleet is
territorial: the Crimea has been part of the
Ukraine since 1954, when it was removed
from the jurisdiction of the Russian republic and handed over to Kiev, partly as
a matter of administrative convenience.
Russia's claim is historical. For many of
the Russians who live in Sevastopol and
make up 70 percent of the city's population of 400,000, it is still deeply emotional. Sevastopol is where the Russian
empire fmally realized its dream ofa southern port, while the Black Sea Fleet, led by
a series of distinguished Russian admirals, became the agent of that key military
object. (The New York Times)

UBy Matthias Dezes
Staff Writer
If the 1992 election was held this week,
people would still vote for George Bush,
according to a CNS/New York Times poll.
With Clinton as an opponent, Bush would
gain 49 percent, whereas Clinton would
end up with 40 peitent. IfJerry Brown was
the Democratic frontrunner, Bush would
be even more ahead: 52 percent would go
for Bush, while only 32 percent would
decide on Brown.
Three quarters ofthose questioned stated
thatBush hadthe strongestleadership qualities of all the three candidates; 56 percent
think this about Clinton; and just 36 percent said that Brown had these qualities.
On the other hand, the majority of the
questioned said that neither of the candidates had made it clear what he wants to
accomplish in the next four years.
Sixty-five percent of those interviewed
contend that Clinton mostly says what he
believes people want to hear; Bush is considered more honest: 43 percent said that
Bush says what he really believes most of
the time.
In the Vermont caucU, Bill Clinton was
rebuked by his democratic opponent, Jerry
Brown, for the second time in this campaign. Clinton landed on the third rank,
behind Brown, who obtained 41 percent of
the vote; 20 percent of the voters declared
themselves as undecided. Clinton gained a
only 17 percent share of the Vermont vote.
The surveys, however, show Clinton
ahead in gaining the support of the Democratic voters. According to the latest CBS!
New York Times poll, among the democratic voters the support for Clinton jumped
from 28 to 51 percent within a month.

Despite these successes, the allegations
against Clinton do not stop; just last weekend, Clinton admitted that he had been
experimentingwith marijuanawhen he studied inEngland during the 1960s. Half of the
voters told the surveyers that they feared
the allegations could cost Clinton his presidency in November.
But Brown isn't free from allegations
either; last weekend, the rumor arose that
Brown had significantly contributed to a
biomedical company'sdecision topmmote
a drug as an AIDS treatment. From 1987
until last year, Brown has held a $20,000a-year directorship with a subsidaiy of ICN
Pharmaceuticals. Brown declared that he
had playedno role in the decision: "They're
making a big deal out of a scientific debate," Brown told reporters.
Many analysts agree that Brown's strong
showing at the moment stems from protest
and cross-over voters rather than from consistent politics. Today, Brown promotes
exactly the contrary ofwhat he used to fight
fornot long ago. In past campaigns, (Brown
ran against Jimmy Carter in 1976), the
candidate who has limited his campaign
contributions to $100, once criticized campaign limits as a "violation of free speech."
Competition for the current candidate
might meanwhile come from outside the
political business: Ross Perot, a Texas entrepreneur and billionaire, said he has received more than a million phone calls
since he discussed a possible presidential
bid in a TV show. "I told the people if they
do their job (putting Perot's name on the
ballot in 50 states), I'm obligated to do my
job," Perot said, and I will notcome up with
some limp-wristed excuse because it's Unpleasant."

Pere ial
Excellence at the University of Puget Sound

Suiiìrner Session at Puget Sound enables you to enrich your education by
finally enrolling in that special course; Stay on track for graduation by taking
one or two courses; devote yourselfto an especially difficult course without
the distractions of a full acadenlic schedule; attend school while workingclasses are offered in six-week blocks of time with some scheduled in the
evening. Early registration for Summer Session opens April 13, 1992.

Summer Session 1992 Features
VI

Courses in all disciplines.

/ Courses in all Core areas.
/ Courses which meet prerequisites for classes offered next year.

World News edited by Matthias Dezes

,f

Outstanding Puget Sound faculty.

,,f Twenty-five percent tuition reduction.

Work-study preference given to Puget Sound students enrolled in
Summer Session.

Tuition
Tuition is charged on a per unit basis in the Summer Session. For
Sumner 1992, tuition is $1190 for one unit, $2380 for 2.0 units. and
$2975 for 2.5 or 3.0 units. A unit is equivalent to 6 quarter hours or 4
semester hours of credit.

Admission
Students who are not matriculated at the University in a degree-granting
program may nonetheless register for Summer Session classes.

Registration
Students may register in advance by mail or up until the first day of any
class. Early registration for Summer Session opens April 13, 1992.

April 2, 1992
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News

Casino Night a "Roaring" Success
• Sustained zaniness,
lively dancing and
plenty of gambling
raises $1600 for the
. PUSH/EXCEL
program
(By Eric Gislason
Staff Patriarch

•

Casino Night 1992 was a "np-roarin"
good time, in keeping with the evening's
1920s theme. Gamblers from the campus
and the community pressed their luck and
won big money, and the top winners claimed
prizes of all sorts and sizes (a total of 90
prizes were given away!). This is indeed
what gambling is all about, but from an
observer's point of view, a good part of the
enjoyment from the evening involved
watching the hapless gamblers who grov-

'a

Andrew Furber and Tony Gomez looking
gangsterly and Untouchable at Casino
Night.

El

n

r]

eled, sang or otherwise generally embarrassed themselves in the quest for money
from the loan sharks. If ever you want to
hear about 25 renditions, all equally excruciating, ofTheRighteous Brothers' "You've
Lost thatLovin'Feeling," then Casino Night
definitely was a heyday for yoi. Reports
have it that the policemen serving as security for the event were proposed to a numberoftimes, and it was quitecommon to see
students prostrating themselves before others and intoning "We're not worthy!" The
proverb "Anything for money" was most
certainly borne Out this night. All ofit went
to a great cause, as over $1600 was raised
for the Tacoma Public School's PUSH!
EXCEL program.
The entertainment was of good quality:
Loose Pickles kept the Rotunda filled with
dancing people; Stranger than Strange and
the Bradshaws entertained pairons in the
Speakeasy, who, appamntly, putaway their
fair share of good old-fashioned bathtub
gin. The good people of SPURS and Alpha
Kappa Psi kept the Mocktails flowing for
all those thirsty gamblers and underage
sorts upstairs. The Play House and the
Juggling Club enthralled the crowds with
theatrical displays and staged fights, as
well as Improvisational Theatre zaniness.
Desserts were consumed at an alarming
rate, compliments of the Seattle Dessert
Company and the Alumni; speaking of food,
the restaurant in the Loft kept everyone
eating hoagie sandwiches and big delectable bowls of ice cream.
The organizers of Casino Night 1992
would like to extend their heartfelt " thanks "
to all the staff, sponsors, and security personnel who helped make the evening possible. The members of the Casino Night
Steering Board were: Kristin Gottleib,
Chair; Susan Grace, Decorations; - Lora

if you had a lot of money left at the end oftiw evenzngyou won a prize-90 were given away.

Snow, Personnel; Scott Daniels, Entertainment; Dan Cristofferson, Prizes; Lani
Ushijima, Publicity; Susan Christensen,
Food; Krissy Holland, Assistant to Chair;
Bruce Clemetsen, Advisor. The major sponsors ofCasinoNightwere: RHAC, ASUPS,
and Panhellenic; other contributors were

It can't dc launc y nr find yqu a date,
but it can helD Vou f1hd more time for b6th,
The new App!e Macintosh C1assic II
computer makes it easier for you to juggle
classes, activities, projects, and term papersand still find time for what makes college
life real life.
It's a complete and affordable Macintosh
Classic system that's ready to help you get
your work finished fast. It's a snap to set up
and use. It has a powerful 68030 microprocessor, which means you can run even
the most sophisticated applications with ease,
And its internal Apple SuperDrive' disk
drive reads from and writes to Macintosh and
MS-DOS formatted disks—allowing you to
exchange information easily with
almost any other kind of computer.

am will be
tirr

In addition to its built-in capabilities, the
Macintosh Classic II can be equipped with up
to 10 megabytes of RAM, so you'll be able to
run several applications at once and work
with large amounts of data.
If you already own a Macintosh Classic,
and want the speed and flexibility of a
Macintosh Classic II, ask us about an
upgrade—it can be installed in just minutes
and it's affordable.
To put,more time on your side, consider
putting a Macintosh Classic II on your desk.
See us for a demonstration today, and while
you're in, be sure to ask us for details
about the Apple Computer Loan.
It'll be time well spent.

It

EJ
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For more information contact the
Bookstore • 756-3606
©1991 Apple Computer, Inc. Apple, the Apple logo, and Macintosh are registered trademarks and SuperDrive is a trademark ofApple Computer, Inc. MS-DOS is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporanon.
Class,c is a registered trademark used under license by Apple Cornpate Inc This ad was created using Macinrush computern.
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the Cellar and URHA. Next year's Casino
Night will occur on March 27th, and Krissy
Holland will serve as the chairperson of the
committee. Thanks to all of those people
who attended and helped make this year's
event a success!
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Foolish Pleasures
to fill Great Hall
flT, Hriit,ci 7liihil

News Editor
In thewakeofllollywood's Oscars, Puget
Sound will honor its own film makers at the
annual Foolish Pleasures awards night Friday, April in the Great Hall at 9 pm.
This year the contest, named "Fifteen
Years of Foolishness." will not only showcase 10 university films vying for the prestigious Golden Camera Award, but it will
also mark the campus return of Seattle
comic Kermet Apio.
cast year, the contest went "pnenomcnally well" according to Matt Budka, who
is coordinating this year's ceremony. Budka
expects that the event will at least repeat the
700-800 people that attended last year's
show.
The festivities will actually begin at 8:30
pm with the Parade of Stars.
"All of the princ ipal performers will drive
up in cars and they will be announced,"
said Budka of the opening ceremony. "It is
one of the funner parts of the entire evening.
Then the show moves inside."
At 8 pm, Apio, who is perhaps best remembered on campus for his opening act
for Joe Piscopo last year in Fieldhouse, will

April 2, 1992
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SENATE, from page 1
"since other people's learning is dependent
on it." For example, a student in a tennis
class may impede other students progress
by not participating regularly to acquire the
skills needed to compete against them.
However, Associate
Academic 1)eanTerry
Cooney, who attended the senate
meeting representing
the Academic Dean's
office, later pointed
out. "Grading isasvstern by which faculty
members are asked to discriminate between
levels of performance." He questions
whether this function is served in activity
courses.
He believes that the fact thatattendance is
a key factor in many activity courses is an
"argument that grading is not appropriate."
Instead, he notes that pass/fail "makes perfeet sense."
Bartanenbdieves thatgrades "reward the
effort to maintain excellence" and making
activity courses pass/fail could result in "a
decrease in motivation to perform well."
Cooney disagrees with this argument,
however, noting that most juniors and seniors who regularly participate in activity
courses have already received the maximum amount of activity credits allowed.
He does believe that activity courses

should receive credit, maintaining that the
1.5 units allowed "provides a bit of a cushion" for students and allows them to try new
things. However, he feels too many activity
courses are being graded now.
Wilson, however, does not see a problem
UI U1¼'

IIASI
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average of activity
classes. She explains
that people who are
spending time in activity classes would
probably have higher
academic grade
points if they did not
make this commitment. "I don't think it's
widely abused," she commented.
"It's like comparing apples, oranges, and
bananas," commented Faculty Senate Chairperson David Droge of the efforts to distinguish activity and academic credit.
Of the outcome of the senate's last meeting, he observed, "We realized that the
issue was more complex than the proposal
suggested."
Said Haltom, "I wasn't very persuaded by
what I heard at faculty senate," and he
hopes that the two committees assigned to
address the issue examine all the activity
courses "with a fme-toothed comb."

ASK, from page 1
This night is not just for seniors, Albertson
stressed. "A lot of times freshmen and

sophomores getalot of very valuable information as well."
In addition, alumni will be representing
many well-known corporations. "Microsoft, Weyerhaeuser, Boeing, Social Services Agencies like United Way of Pierce
'r,iint, ,nprir,lp in or,vpi-nmnt wnrk will

%JW*LJ
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all

be there," said Albertson. One alum, working for Wilson Racquet Sports in California, is even making a special business trip
here from California.
According to Zach Goldberg, Peer Advisor, the Office of Academic and Career
Advising contact recent alumni come in to
"talk about the job market, suggestions for
being interviewed by prospective
employers ... basically it's an excellent opportunity for students to talk to recent graduates and gain advice on what they would do
if they could do it all over again."

El

The Pulse of the Zeitgeist
•What's happened to supermodel

Linda Evangelista? Did we just
get tired of her constant changing

*

hair color? That flick-off-and-die
little sneer? We may never know.
What we do know is hyperangular
Christy "Vulcan" Turlington is
on her way to usurping Linda's
throne. Check out the cover of this
month's Vogue if you don't believe
us.

49

campus and will include Gwen Phibbs,
Keith James - who used to teach cinematography and now teaches English - and
Peter Rogers, who teamed up with Colin
Stuart to create last year's winner: "Commercials You'll Never See."
The Foolish Pleasures committee will also
show a film they created, but it will not be
judged.

Faculty advising
evaluations
distributed
By Bruno Zalubil
News Editor
If you're a currently registered studentof theuniversity, then you've probably gotten the latest university mailing which petitions you to evaluate the
performance of your faculty advisor.
But, this is not an ordinary mailing.
Jack Roundy, the Director of Academic and Career Advising, explains
in an attached letter that"the purpose of
the study is to learn more about the
health of the advising system at Puget
Sound."
The survey was sent out to all of the
approximately 2700 students registered
as undergraduates at UPS.
. But, Roundy cautions that this fifteen
point evaluation is not taking the place
of the teacher evaluation forms which
are used in tenure decisions.
"The teacher evaluation forms will
continue to be done in the classroom,"
said Roundy. "The faculty advising
evaluations are being sent through the
mail. They are used to address how the
faculty advisorperforms. Each student
will be evaluating his or her academic
advisor."

Make sure your road trip proceeds without a hitch.
49
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I.Sometimes road trips can be a little more adventurous than you

expect them to be. Which is whyyou should always pack yourAT&Tcalling ('ard. El

It's all you need to make a call from almost anywhere to anywhere. It's the least

expensive way to call state-to-state on AT&T when you can't dial direct. And no

you could also get 10% back on all the long distance calls you make with

your card? El The AT&TCalling Carci** It's the best route to wherever you're going.
S
Call more, save more with an AT&TCalling Card.
Call 1 800 654-0471, Ext. 5915.
. Must make at least $30 worth of AT&T Long Distance Calls with your AT&T Card per quarter. Calls covereJ by special
AT&T pricing plans are not included.
. In addition, campus residents may place direct-dialed calls using University and AT&T ACUSS service.
©1992 AT&T

AT&T
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versities in Canada and the U.S. will be
giving papers on Renaissance Literature,
History, Music and the Arts. Students may
take advantage of the plenary session on
Saturday, 1:30p.m., Thompson 103. Renowned art historian Michael Bazandall
will speak on the Strength of Renaissance
Art Criticism. Programs are available
through the Department of English. All
sessions are free.

L)TUDENTLROGRAMS
SIGHT-SOUND-MOTION-IDEAS-ENTERTAINMENT

Campus Films presents

Foolish Pleasures
"15 Years of Foolishness!"
Friday, April 3
SUB Great HaIl, 8:30 pm
Free
Follow the searchlights to the "Parade of
the Stars" beginning at 8:30. At 9,
Kemet Apio, winner of this year's
Seattle Comedy Competition, begins the
festivities!

a

Cultural Events presents

Campus Events
'VJriLe, and IUITL a prize!

2 free 2&lphian celdration

The English Department is now accepting entries for the Third Annual Esther B.
Wagner Fiction Writing Contest. Students
may submit one story written for either /
English 202 or 402 during the 1991-92
year. Contestants should indicate the class
and term in which the story was written,and
include their names on the stories, the deadline is April 10 at 5p.m. The winning stories
will be announced at the English and Foreign Languages and Literature Award Ceremony May 4.
3t's the renaissance all over aain.

I

The Bozo Artz Duo
Friday, April iO
Jacobson Recital Hall

The Pacific Northwest Renaissance Conference is in progress on campus (Friday
and Saturday, April 3 & 4. Several UPS
faculty, along with scholars from other uni-

Music and Mayhem, as a classical vocal
recital turns into a symphony of slipups, setbacks, and hilarity! The duo and
a certain hapless volunteer unleash a
comedic performance for old and
young!

Page 5

Following thetherm "Celebrating 60 years
of Excellence," the Adelphian Concert
Choir presents its home concert on Friday,
April 3 in Kilworth Chapel. Admission is
free. If you miss this show you'll have to
pay $3 to see it Saturday night to see and
hear it at theUnited First Methodist Church.
Learn &methin at Lunch

Tacoma Events
Real live culture in this here "City '0
Destiny."
BalleTacoma's final 1991-92 season performance,"AclassicalEvening,"aPantagcs
Theatre April 10 and 11. Opening night is
Friday, with two shows Saturday, at 2p.m.
and 8p.m. Tickets are $12 to $9 dollars for
students. BalleTacoma will perform variations from "Swan Lake," as well as "Sleeping Beauty," as well as 'Pas de Quatre,"
and "Les Syiphides" in their entirety.

&u2 i3utkanfolk lancing?
LadoFolk DanceEnsemble, form Zagreb,
Croatia will present a display of authentic
folk culture from its war-tom homeland
April 5 at the Temple Theatre. Tickets are
available through TicketMaster.

The will be an open forum entitled, "Crisis and Change in South Africa" at noon
Wednesday, April 8 in the Sub boardroom.
Leon Grunberg (Comparative Sociology)
andNeeven Soodyall (A studentfmm South
Africa) will lead a discussion of the issues
stemming from the recent vote in South
Africa.

PRINCII'LES of S()t'N[) RIYFIRJ•;.lExI'

INVISI'ING

I

Tours and Travels presents

Oregon
Coast Trip
April 10-12
Tours and Travels sponsors a spring
getaway to the Oregon Coast, including
stops in Seaside and Cannon Beach. A
great getaway for a bargain. Contact
Lisa at x3367, or the information center
for further details.
I

•
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ASUPS Dances presents

'Tile Spring
F4i-9v(e
Danee
featuring
the Beatnikis

or retirement to be the time ofyour life, you
have to dream a little—about the things
you've always wanted to do: travel, explore,
start a business. Just imagine...

I t

...

a....

April 13, 8 pm,
Rotunda, Free

-

I

•

.

:-

'

should provide a good
basic retirement income,
but what about all those
extras that make your
dreams possible? You'll
probably need some
additional savings.

All this, plus the top investment management that has helped make TLAA-CREF the
largest retirement system in the country.
. So start dreaming and planning for the time
ofyour life. Because the sooner you start your
SRA, the greater your savings and your retirement will be.

THE DREAM IS YOUR OWN.
WE CAN HELP YOU WITH THE PLAIt

I

You may have s''n him on Geraldo or
Donahue, or read over 150 of his articles
on sex and relationships in Redbook,
Playboy, Modern Bride, and the New
Physician. He speaks on making relationships work, and the new rules of the
decade.
WANT TO BE MORE THAN A SPECTATOR?
APPUCATIONS ARE NOW BEING
ACCEPTED FOR PROGRAM
CHAIRPERSONSHIPS AND COMMI11EES.
PICK UP AN APPLICATION FORM IN THE
ASB OFFICE!

•:

•2

After great music by the northwest's
hottest dance band, two lucky winners
will leave with an expense paid trip to
Las Vegas!
Lectures presents

Sex therapist
MARTY KLEIN

can add up quickly.
What else makes SRAs
so special? A broad range
of allocation choices, from
the safety ofTIAA to the
Investment accounts of
CREF's variable annuity;
11.0 sales itarges t variety ofways to receive
'hct'me, including annuities, payments over a
fixed period, or cash. You may also be able to
borrow against your SRA accumulation
before you retire .*

With a dream and a plan, you can make it
happen. Your pension and Social Security

Saturday, April 11, 9 pm
Great Hall, $2 w/ASB card

....

I

WHY YOU SHOULD START PLANNING FOR
RETIREMENT WITH YOUR EYES CLOSED.
F

T!AA-CREF Supplemental Retirement
Annuities (SRAs), tax-deferred annuities for
people like you in education and research, are
a good way to save for retirement and save
on taxes now. SRAs are easy—you make contributions through your institution before your
taxes are calculated, so you pay less ta.x now.
You pay no tax on
your SRA contributions
and earnings untilyou
'
'
receive them as income. :.
And savmg regularly
: .
--Smeans your contribu..... .
tions and their earnings ?'
.

iI
&

E
I
I
I

START PLANNG FOR THE
TIME OF YOUR LIFE, TODAY.

.............. .

Foryour free TIAA-CREF Supplem,.iI..I
Retirement Annuity Kit. send this cnup..n ..
Ext. 8016.

I
I

N4,e (PIeae print)

A,lre$1
Cdy

SMIe

Zip C,$)e

pT'Y 1

:T • Ensuringthe future
for those who shape it
0

In.rtjiutirn, (Full name)
Title
TFAA-CREE Pa1iepa,,t

-

D)rDNo

Daythne Phone (
Ify,./, S,s•i ,ISn•u,i

-

-

C
flepending upon your innttut,on', plan and the ,,atr you live n. CREF annanie, are distributed by TIAA-CREF Individual & In,ti,utional Servire,. Inc
For more complete information including charges and expenses. call 1 800 842-2733, Ext 5509 for a prospectus. Read the prospectus carefully before you i nvestorsen d money.
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Strange Snow sets off five weeks of senior directed projects
{JBy Sara Freeman

up and by then a little romance has begun
Features Editor
to blossom between Megs and Martha.
Opening Friday, A Strange Snow, a play
During the course of the 24 hour period
by Steve Metcalle directed by Amy Huntley,
the dramatic action takes place in, all three
begins the five-week showcase of projects
characters change, reconcile memories of
by the Inside Theatre's class of graduating
the past the presence of the other people
seniors. Each senior theatre major directs a
make them face, and learn to approach
show during the second semester as a handslife anew.
on application of their studies. Huntley, a
Huntley explained that the title of the
scenography major, feels fairly well weplay refers to the spring snowfall that
pared to take on the challenge of complete
happens during the show. This snow comes
responsibility for a show.
very late in the year and is indicative the
"I've always been the stage manager,"
characters—in a liminal state: caught in
proclaimed Huntley, "Directing is just like
the past, trying to get on with the future.
stage managing with artistic control."
Metaphorically, said Huntley, at the end
Huntley, who plans to apply to the Masof the play, spring comes. Along with
ters of Arts and Teaching program at UPS
technical director Bill Anthony, Huntley
and teach high school Theatre and English,
has tried to bring out the feeling of spring
purposely picked a play with a lot of action.
with lighting choices.
Strange Snow has only three characters:
Huntley confided that she identifies
Joseph "Megs" Megessey (Doug Flynn) a
closely with the character of Martha, who
"appears tough and seff-assured, but inrough and happy-go-lucky Vietnam vet,
side she's a
David
Flanagan
cream puff."
( D a n
Talking
McDonald)
with the achis disillutors about
theircharacsioned warters and the
time buddy
and Martha
the themes
Flanagan
of the show,
it became
(Jennifer
Krokower)
clear that
David's inthey have
invested as
secure
much in the
school teacher sisshow as
ter. CoinciHuntley has.
dently, last
"One of
the themes
semester Jen Krokower lectures a hung over Dan McDonald
junior Todd
Megs really
Wine directed a one-act for the directing I
has to deal with," saidFlynn ofhis characclass, Spittin' Image, concerning the same
ter, "is his need to love and share his life
with people. He's been alone most of life."
characters. Megs appeared in Spittin' ImMcDonald summed up his character's
age visiting the brother of Bobby, another
path in the phrase, "Rediscovery of your
of his friends from Vietnam. Megs talked a
childhood."
lot about David in Spittin' Image while
Krokower describes Martha lovingly,
David and Megs discuss Bobby a great deal
in Strange Snow. But Martha is a new
"My character in the show is like a mother
figure. She's so strong, but when Megs
addition.
comes into the picture she feels insecure."
To fend off easy generalizations, Huntley
Because the cast it so small, they've
insists that this is not a Vietnam recovery
story. "This is not a play about Vietnam,"
become quite close to each other. They
think the bonding between them will show
she said, "It's a play about embracing life."
on stage and have an electrifying effect on
Set at Martha and David's house on the
first day of fishing season, Strange Snow
the audience.
"The show is going to be as much an
begins when Megs appears at five in the
experience for the audience as for the
morning to take David fishing. Martha answers the door. David, who is still asleep
actors. The audience will have a chance to
feel the bonding too," said Krokower.
with a hangover, obviously doesn'tremember making the date. David finally wakes
Another factor that will heighten the

[]

S

experience for the audience is that the senior
directed projects are performed in the round,
which means the audience is seated on stage
surrounding the playing area. "It's much
moreintimate than the traditional proscenium
stage—I find it exciting," said McDonald.
"I think being in the round will be a huge
factor for the audience," echoed Krokower,
"They'll be able to smell the soup, smell the
coffee. They'll be in the room. They'll be
inspired."
Huntley picked the show, in part, because
of its inspirational quality. "I liked the relationship between Megs and Martha," she
said, "I love hopeful endings. I love a show

Thèiicome try a mouth watering
SUBSHOP sandwich and enjoy
great savings with these coupons.

[JBy Mike Hoefner
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Last epi sode...
Andy James, our Editor-at-Large, was frolicking in the Ganges This week,the
Personnel Department here at the Trail, is happy to report that he has made it off that
near-Eastern sub-continent and onto our own. However, the last thing we heard was
that he is stranded in his hip-boots, waist deep in the big muddy yellin' "How yew
, ! " while an ingrown possum kid yodeled, "What yew wanna do is feed a cold!"
would-be-Editors, Sara Freeman and David Franzen, back in Washington are
huing mongeese, erecting spired shrines in honor of Jack Kerouac and Barbra
Streisand and anxiously awaiting Andy's return from the continental divide where he
finds the natives are too throaty, the next stop on his three week odyssey.

that leaves you feeling good is possible."
Audiences should buy tickets as quickly
as possible as seating is limited to approximately 100 people per performances and
there are only three performances. The
show opens Friday at 8 p.m. and continues
Saturday the fourth at 2 and 8.
The following weekendA Shayna Maidel
directed by Jennifer Brown opens and the
next three weekends will bring
Ellemosonary directed by Meagan Coffey,
The Zoo Story directed by Denise Coates
and Cloud9 directed by SadieJ. McNassar.
Season tickets are available at the Info.
Center.

•1

Watch "Guys and
Wacky and Enduring Cartoon Boy
Tacoma Actors Guild closes its 91/92 s
Dolls." Chances are your high school stag
chance to see professionals do it-wotta deal
opens April 9 and runs through the 26th. St
a half hour before the curtain. For informa tion on curt
the box office at 272-2145.

S

Doug Flynn works on charming Jen Krokower while director Amy Iluntley looks on.

REG. $32

I
I
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Provo, ham, co tto,

Chips,20

-

i ounce drink

bologna, pastrami,
pepperoni
One coupon
per

I

(1-13 only)
One coupon

-----DSubShop •

.
..

SU B SII(M

N. 26th
IL

Union
Ave.

N. 21st
Pewl St.

Two locations to
better serve you!

2719 N. Pearl, Tacoma, WA98407
open sun-mu ii -is, i-n-sat ii-

Phone 752-0141
and Downtown at 921 PacifIc Avenue
Open 7:30-3:30 M-F . Phone 572-782
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Cap 'n Cyril cavorts thru the carnival w ith dialogic and heteroglos sicB akhtin
Arw

UBy Cap'n Cyril
churlish whoreson
1. by routine repitition
5 Stoic philosopher keen on Eleatic
paradox
,,
6. homonym for mane
7. predicted drift angle (abbv.)
J2 13
9.todirty
I
11 . tropical American mammal related to •
.
raccoon
13.
is leaving U.P.S. (see last issue)
,
7
14. a mineral containing a valuable mciii! . • • ..
I
15. a xenophobe fears an
16. on his first visit to
Malcolm X
•
_ rr_ii
.
,
found that he had yet to discover Islam
319.negative
I
- ., .
_____
5;
20.tilt
.. ___
21._Cobb
--____::.•
Down:
- j.ri4.
_
' ''
.
1 . a great amount of paper
2. in contact with
something subject to erosion
•
.
Roman historian (59 B.C.47A.D.)
_______
ji
6. grain softened by steeping in water
8. two ineducible modalities
.•
Savannah cat
a building in which bodies or bones • .
• if
are deposited
largely nocturnal gregarious American.
,
. . : •,
mammal related to the pig
17. Treebeard was one of these
' '
•...
I 8. commanding officer (abbv.)
,

a

,

c. \
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With 1 50 centers and thousands of class schedules,
the odds are well be ready to teach when and
where you need us to be there.

Kaplan helps you manage your time.
Diagnostic tests and personalized counseling help
you recognize stumbling blocks early on, before
they hurt your performance.

Kaplan offers the best value.

I.

V

V

Our courses are competitively priced and offer the
complete preparation that has helped more students get
into the school of their choice than anyone else.

Kaplan is the industry leader.
53 years ofexperience and 2 million graduates
prove we've got the expertise and resources it
takes to help students succeed.

Free Diagnostic test available. Center open
seven days a week. 1107 NE 45th Street
#440 in Seattle. Call collect 206-632-0634.

a
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Kaplan makes test prep convenient.
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There are hundreds
of questions on the
GMAT, GRE and LSAT.
This checklist will help
you answer aH of them.
V
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Ian Test Prep
The Answer
©1

992 Stanley H. Kaplan Educational Center Ltd.

Classifieds
HONDA ELITE 50 S. Fun, fast al
economical. Good summer transportation.
$400 or best offer. Call Allen at x4040.
ROOM IN HOUSE. $300 per month.
Near busline, easy freeway access. S outt
Tacoma area. Quiet, responsible femaI
student Likes animals. Non-smoker, no
drinker. Call for interview, leave message:
473-2974.
FOR SALE: SHARP LAPTOP PC 4500,
dual floppy, Microsoft 1,05, MS DOS
3.21, with carrying case and battery
backup, plus Epson Apex 80
Actionprinter (dot matrix). ALL FOR
ONLY$525!!! CallBarbara@ 572-7116.
FUNDRAISER. Looking for a top
fraternity, somrity, or student organization
that would like to earn $500 - $1500 for a
one week on-campus marketing project.
Must be organized and hard working. Call
Melanie at (800) 592-2121 extension 124
or Sabrina at extension 151.
FOR SALE 6+ bedroom, 3 bath, 2
kitchens - home 5 blocks from U.P.S. $129,000 - call JoAnne Barnett - 5372726 - Wmdennere Real Estate.
Must sell: IBM compatible personal
computer. Complete with hard drive,
printer, software. Best offer. Call 7563443 for more information.
ADVERTISE with Trail Classifieds. It
only costs $2.25 for up to 15 words. Each
additional word is 15. Interested? If so,
mail what you would like your ad to say
along with a check payable to the LIE
TRAIL to "The Trail Classifieds, 1500 N.
Warner, Tacoma, WA 98416." You may
also drop your ad and check in campus
mail or bring them to the Trail office
across from the Pizza Cellar.

WAMD
YOUTH*
-

.. .

ONLY YOU CAN PREVENT FOREST FIRES.

I
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Getting inked: The permanent, portable art of modern tattoos
L]By Heather Hopp

leather vest as his eyes hold and pierce
whoever they land on, making it difficult
to break eye contact for long enough to
It's a lazy Sunday afternoon on Pike street
catch a glimpse of the pandemonium of
in Seattle. The usual shoppers are filtering
color and design tattooed up both his
in and out of the small store; some browse
arms. He is a mongoose; cunning, proud,
while others spend most of their paycheck
and defianL As his
or more. Forty-five
sideburns creep
year-old tattoo artdown his cheeks he
ist Robert Kaplan
talks about his art;
sits on a stool carehe enjoys acrylics
fully changing the
and pencil, but skin
lives of his customis thecanvas hepreers with the buzzing
fers mosL Kaplan
needle and ink palhas the beauty in
ette he fell in love
him
to create, with
with when he was
only
a needle point
only fifteen. He asks
as
a
brush,
the most
his subjects their
exquisitely
majesfirstname, if he asks
tic
dragon
roaring
at all, and spends the
across a back to the
rest of the time in
delicate feathers of
quietconcentration.
a tiny hummingIn the front room,
bird. And like a true
an elementary
artist, he refuses to
school teacher in her
vo do a tattoo that's not
twenties sits laugh- his style.
ing under the stereoDiscreet ankle tatoos are quite
And what is his
!.ypfl.
V'a r,"a Ut
UPS. Heather Donlo fl S ShOWS the sun.
style? Well, geniflaming skulls and
tals aren't his style; he charges a $1,000
seductive nude bodies. She looks like a
"handling fee" to deter customers hoping
younger Carol Brady of The Brady Bunch
for this kind of service, which has worked
fame in new jeans and white T-shirt. She
in the past. Other than that, Kaplan won't
points towards the back room, where her
say exactly what his style is, but he will
friend is on the permanent end of a tattoo
say that against his personal taste he tatneedle that sounds like a dentist's drill ,and
tooed
"STINKO" accompanied by a
explains that she and the recipient made a
myriad
of "waify green and blue fumes"
deal that if the Huskies won the Rosebowl
in a man's armpit the other day. "Nothing
she would buy him a tattoo. "He's getting
shocks us anymore," he said, but that
a Husky Dawg on his butt," she says in a
takes the cake for interesting tattoos in his
fresh outburst of giggles.
entire 30 year career.
More often than not, however, tattoos are
While "STINKO" in an armpit may not
not a joke. In fact, an increasing number of

Contributing Editor
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Big Cats! k rislina ilendrix (left) and Laurie Savage (right) sport a tiger and a jaguar
respectively.

Americans are indulging in what Rolling
Stone calls "the ultimate designer label."
The fad has spread from celebrities like
Whoopi Goldberg and Melanie Griffith to
professionals in every field to college students. Even former secretaryof stateGeorge
Shultz has a Princeton Tiger on his politically correct derriere. Tattoos are not just
for sailors and military men anymore; according to Clinton Sanders, author of Custotnizing the Body, tattoos now appeal to an
affluent, well educated cross-section of
society that is interested in aesthetics.
The tattoo parlors themselves have
evolved from seedy little hepatitis habitats
to sterilized bastions of artistic expression.
Kaplan, who works out of Tattoo Emporium in Seattle, is both the surly underground tauooer of ten years ago and the
delicate artist of today. With a master's
degree in community counseling and experience both in law enforcement and penal
counseling, Kaplan sits in his faded blue
jeans and black leather silver studded boots
smoking a between-tattoo cigarette. His
unkept black hair spills over his black

appeal to many critics, tattoos are widely
considered an art form. And though they
may seem permanent to the bearer, tattoos, as compared to sculptures and paintings, aretemporary. ExceptinJapan, where
the ancient tradition of tattooing is very
much artistic expression. Since the life
span of the tattoo bearer is in fact relatively short, thereis amuseum there which
contains a numberof works by great tattoo
artists- displayed on preserved human
skins stretched in special frames.
As Kaplan talks, two girls come in clinging to each other with sort of bewilderedpuppy-with-an-inferiority-complex demeanors. They both sport white shorts
with worn out flats and baggy sweaters;
they ask how much it would be for one of
them to getarose tattood on her ankle, and
are told thata rose would set them back the
$25 minimum charged here. Kaplan asks
the girl wanting the tattoo for identification; they don't look over 18 years old,
which is the age requirement. She passes
the test, and Kaplan leads them to the back
where the ever present needles can be

01
Live Tattoo art: Freshman Heat her Donlan alw
Ransom's tattoo brings to mind Picasso's work.

heard singing.
As they follow him, the new tattooee asks
her friend, "Will it hurt?" Her friend replies,
"Not as much as giving birth."
The pain involved in getting a tattoo is not
the concern of future tattoo owners these
days so much as the medical fears fueled by
the AIDS epidemic. According to Kaplan,
these fears are completely unbased. He says
that the HIV virus can't live In air, and since
the tattoo needle is solid (not hollow, like a
syringe), the virus simply cannot survive in
a tattoo giving environment. Not to say that
the Tattoo Emporium, or "any decent tattoo
shop" doesn't use strict hospital sterilization
techniques and needle replacement in order
to avoid diseases you can get from a tattoo
needle, like hepatitis and staph infection.
This care given to cleanliness is perhaps the
reason why business has not slacked off
since the AIDS epidemic.
But the disease free environment of the
modem tattoo parlors cannot be heldsolely
accountable for the improving business. The
increase can be largely attributed to the bare
fact that tattoos are remarkably popular, in a
permanent sort of way.
Shay Bright, a sophomore at the University
ofPuget Sound, recently had Kaplan tattoo a
peace sign on her right inner ankle. "I got it
because of the trend, indirectly," she said.
"I've always known I would get one, and
since it's become more socially acceptable,
now is the perfect time to do it."
"It shows something about you," she said.
"It says you're a free spirit, and you do things
because you want to do them." Bright, who
comes from asmall town in Wyoming which
doesn't even have a tattoo parlor, is pursuing
a career in journalism, and says her tattoo
shouldn't impede that. "I don't want to work
anywhere where my boss looks at my legs,
anyway," she said.
Bright also plans to get a ring of flowers
tattooed around her finger, which Kaplan
wouldn't do. He doesn't do hands (people
tend to regret this), feet (the skin wears
away), or faces. This means that Kaplan
wasn't the one who tattooed a technicolor
explosion on the sideofhis coworker's shaved
head. The nearer the work is to the bone, the
more pain the recipient feels; it stands to
reason the scalp wouldbe particularly excruciating. "Yeah, it hurt," understated the man
with the exploding head, who is busily tat-

ankle. Senior Kristin

tooing the Japanese character for 'health'
on UPS sophomore Melanie Bonodore.
These smaller tattoos, which are around
$25 to $40, take only a few minutes and he
is quickly done. Though they refuse to
discuss income, Kaplan and his coworkers
charge around $80 an hour and often make
more when doing a number of smaller
works. He claims the shop turns out hundreds of tattoos a day. And, even though a
commission is given to the shop's owner,
that's not bad for an hourly wage. Maybe
this is one ofthereasons Kaplan says, "This

11
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Freshman Tyson Smihproudly displays the
Indian chiefon his arm.

is the bestjob I've ever had."
As the sun sets outside the little shop,
Kaplan puts away his paints for the day,
grabs a lollipop from the bin behind him,
and as he unwraps it looks comtemplatively
out the window to the busy street outside.
"Tattoos arean extension ofan individual's
personality," he drawls. "You're changing
your body permanently, and that's a rush
for a lot of people."
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Tacoma's Loner Comes Home
*By Staci Arnold
Staff Writer
She's 29 years old without any friends. Is
ii because she's a little on the heavy side? Is
it due to her unusual upbringing? Or could
it be the hair in her ears? These are all
probab1e, but Cindy, a 3 112 ton Asian
elephant, just doesn't have the social skills
needed to function in society—hers or ours.
Cindy, who was the first and only elephant at Pt. Defiance Zoo for 17 years,
alTived back home February 19 after a ten
a year absence. During her time away, she
lived at the San Diego Wild Animal Park
and the Washington Park Zoo in Portland,
Oregon.
Cindy began her unstable lifestyle when
she was taken from the wild and used as a
sideshow attraction at shopping centers.
a For Cindy's first three years, she was raised
alonewithoutproperlrainin.., and elephants,
like people, are social animals. "It's like
keeping a human in solitary confinement,"
said Portland elephant keeper Roger
ilenneous. In her formative years, Cindy
I did not learn how to interact with other
elephants or people.
This isolation, which continued for another 17 years after Cindy was donated to
Pt. Defiance Zoo, contributed to and may
have even caused her infamous behavior.
When Cindy arrived at Pt. Defiance in 1965,
she lived inapen only large enough to allow
her to take eight or ten steps out of the barn
and the same number back in—this was her
only exercise. Like many teenagers who are
alone and without space to move around,
Cindy became rambunctious.
4 "Immature elephants are more trainable
than dogs," according to Pt. Defiance officials, but as the elephant keepers soon found
out, this is not always true. "Several staff
members [had] been hit, picked up, wrapped
and thrown," according to the Nov. 19,
1982 Tacoma News Tribune. Veterinarian
MikeJones said, "Shepicked me straight up
in the air and if Rich [the elephant keeper]
hadn't been there, I wouldn't be here either."
Because Cindy was endangering her keep-

ers and would not cooperate for medical
treatment, the Pt Defiance administration
decided in 1982 to move Cindy to the San
Diego Wild Animal Park. "We had to move
her to San Diego because she was becoming dangerous for the keepers and for herself," saidPt. Defiance lead elephant keeper
Bill Liggett. "She also needed a new house;
the one here was a cell."
For the first time in her 20 years, Cindy
would have a chance to live with other
elephants. Both zoos hoped that Cindy
would learn the social skills necessary to
integrate into the herd and breed.
After seven years of unsuccessful integration, failed breeding attempts and another injury, the San Diego Wild Animal
Park became frustrated and abandoned the
originalplanofpemrnnently housing Cindy.
Along with taking up space for other incoming cows, Cindy broke the collarbone
of one of her handlers in a "totally
unprovoked attack," according to a San
Diego spokesperson. "Cindy kicked him
and slugged him with her trunk and head."
So in response to San Diego disenchantment with Cindy, Pt. Defiance had to find
her a new home.
With thebestreputation for elephant handling in the country, the Washington Park
Zoo in Portland became the next candidate.
They agreed to house Cindy for two years
while Pt. Defiance completed construction
on its own 2.3 million dollar elephant facility.
While in Portland, Cindy was again isolated. Henneous said they didn't want to
integrate her because they "knew her reputation." So Cindy lived for another two
years without social interaction. This didn't
seem to bother her, according to Henneous.
"It may have been the happiest time of her
life. We didn't ask anything of her and we
kept the environment low-key and positive."
After two years in Portland, Pt. Defiance
was finally ready to try it again. Included in
their new facility, the zoo had built a restraint chute, one of only three in the country, in order to make elephant handling

Cindy returns to the Tacoma Zoo after a seventeen-year-hiatus in San Diego and Portland.

safer. The chutes, generally called crushes,
were initially designed to handle male elephants, or bulls. but by 1996, crushes will
berequired in allelephantfacilities whether
the zoos have bulls or not. Crushes make it
possible for a keeper to administer treatment without the use of sedatives.
Cindy seems to have adjusted well since
her arrival and even recognizes Liggett
who said she picked him as her favorite.
When Liggett comes up to Cindy's cage,
she greets him by wrapping her trunk around
one of her hind legs, pulling it forward and
squeaking. Cindy isn't as affectionate toward the other two keepers said Liggem
"She'll still show her 'Cindy' attitude—
she's just a big spoiled 30-year-old.
Even with Cindy reputation as a difficult
animal, the keepers are not hesitant to do
theirjobs. All three keepers, Liggett, Bruce
Upchurch and Gary Miller have a combined 56 years experience working with
elephants; and they realize that elephant
keepers are three times more likely to be
killed than people in the next most dangerous profession, according to zoo officials.
The keepers just treat Cindy with caution
and care and even give her a warm soapy
bath in the crush every day.
Even though new faces make her nervous, Cindy doesn't seem to bebothered by

the spectators at the zoo. "She just ignores
them," said Kathleen South, Public Information OfficeratPt. Defiance, "unless they
get behind the glass (inside the actual facility)." When she is not in her cage, Cindy is
in the elephant pasture approximately four
hours each day and six to eight hours on
weekend days.
Cindy's companions at Pt. Defiance indude two African elephants, Moyo and
Thandi, who arrived at the zoo shortly after
Cindy left for San Diego. Although Moyo
and Thandi are together most of the time,
Cindy is usually by herself. The only contact she has with the other elephants is at
night when she can reach her trunk between
the bars of their cages.
In the future, Pt. Defiance hopes that
Cindy will become more social, but from
her track record that is unlikely. One solution to Cindy's isolation problem is pregnancy. Since Cindy is only 29, or middle
aged, she still has approximately ten years
to bear a calf. If Cindy is not receptive to a
bull, the zoo will attempt artificial insemination.
Pt. Defiance does not seem to have any
worries about Cindy's behavior with a calf
of her own. Who knows? Maybe motherhood is just what Cindy needs.

Spring Break in Taiwan: incense, dog and nose pulling
IJBy Jason Zenobia Saffir
World Traveler Ext raordinaire

My only worry is that you will read this
1 expecting it to be uproariously funny, when
in fact it is only mildly amusing at points.
I have been traveling all over the world
with my parents since I was a very small
person. When I was seven they took the
family to Greece and got us plastered on
Retsina,
which is Greek for "truly virulent
4
wine from hell." But that is another story.
They took us to France, where the wine
and food are marvelous, but the average
' caloric intake per meal in France is somewhere around 10 billion.
We went to Italy, where they know pasta.
We went to Germany where they know beer
and potato salad and cold cuts. We went to
England where they know
about ... um ... foreign restaurants.
And then there is Asia. I don't mean to
categorize such an enormous portion of the
•world under one incalculably inadequate
label; all I mean is that my trips to Asia have
been of an entirely different character than
my trips to Europe.
Japan: sleek, modern, crowded, clean and
noisy (in a quiet sort of way.)
Kong: vibrant, shiny, loud, always
a inHong
motion.
Bangkok: old, clustered, lush and dead at
the same time.
Mainland China: dusty, grey, vast and
oily.
This spring break, I had the opportunity to
I go to Taiwan. Even though my class work is
suffering, I'm recovering from Tartuffe,

and I'm stressed beyond belief, I know that
I cannotpass up this chance. I pack my bags
the night before and Julie, my love, drives
me to the airport before the sun is up. The
plane-ride is excruciating but it's worth it.
As soon as I step off the plane with my
parents, I smell it. That indescribable South
East Asian, big city smell. Incense, fuel,

quickly how to say "hello," "thank you,"
and "good bye" in Mandarin. I actually
learned how to say, "I do not want any more
of that incredibly strong drink that scares
me and set my eyebrows on fire, thank you
anyway." It was usually just the effort at
communication that made people eager to
help us. We got really good at grunting and

pollution, food and a uniquely "people"
smell combine to wake me from the school
year.
The warm, flaky air rushes past me as we
takea harrowing, traffic-regulation-free trip
down the freeway and in and out of neon
streets towards ourhotel. We were so travelweary and stunned with jet-lag that all we
could manage was dinner in the hotel. It
was good Cantonese food, but I wanted to
try something a bit more adventurous. I
always wanted to try dog.
We spent our days getting up early, haying dumpling and noodle breakfasts in the
little back street restaurants. We learned

pointing.
I learned a few things quickly. Motorcycles are everywhere in Taiwan, so being
apedestrian is tricky business. Dr. Sun Yatsen has achieved deity status in Taiwan.
Dog is out of season, so I'm out of luck.
We also learned some fun stuff on the
train from Hua-lien to Tai-pei. We were
sitting behind two children, a girl about
one-and-a-half-years old, and her brother,
about two-and-a-half. The girl was fascinated by our strange appearance and kept
trying to gain our attention. Every time she
got us to look she managed to touch her
nose and then reach out for us. After about

twenty minutes of this I leaned forward to
see if I could communicate with her, and
she grabbed my nose and held it for a deeply
contemplative moment. She then smiled
broadly and figured out what was going on.
You see, my father and I have enormous
noses and evidently she thought that they
were fake. For the rest ofthe trip she would
turn around in her seat and touch her nose,
to which I would breathe very deliberately
with my mouth shut. This always brought a
little giggle followed by a sigh of relief and
then she would examine her own nose for a
while. She was real cute.
Then, as with all things, itcame to an end,
I spent my last few hours in Taiwan watchbig a cheap, Chinese, tacky, seventies, yampire T.V. show. Then I whisked off to the
airport where I met Ruth, who was saying
good-bye to her old friend and new found
love. Ruth was a kick, fluent in Portuguese,
unafraid to tell the stewardess that she had
committed a make-up faux pas and surprisingly good at my two favorite airplane
games. She beat me at "Guess-what-thehell-we're-eating" I thought it was trout
and Mr. Lin thought itwas halibut, but Ruth
guessed correctly that it was lasagna. She
was good at that one, but I won "guess-thesteward's-sexual-orientation." He was. I
got his phone number.
But we parted and I got back to school.
The smells and sounds faded from my mind
as I tried to concentrate on my schoolwork.
I'm still trying to get back in the swing. I
need a vacation from my vacation.

I
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The mysterious process of tenure explained
[JBy Amanda Fox
Staff Writer
How many times have you groaned at the thought of a
final or feared the consequences of your academic performance? Often it seems, as we think of that poor grade that
may impact the chances of getting into graduate school, that
our professors must have forgotten the pressure - and
repercussions— of evaluations. Though professors may at
times be out of touch with the pressures of student life, they
nonetheless have evaluations of their own to face - the
pinnacle of which is the achievement of tenure.
The concept of tenure varies from institution to institution, but it nonetheless has important consequences for a
professor's professional and personal life. Achieving
tenure is, for most professors, a vital part of their careers and
lives.
Here at the University of Puget Sound, professors follow
a specific six-year professional time line, the criteria for
which is outlined in Chapter 4, page 25, of the Revised
Faculty Code. These criteria include proven excellence in

This is generally considered to be "an up-or-out kind of
decision," said Davis. Iftenure is not granted, the professor
has one year left at UPS.
There is of course an appeals process, outlined in Chapter
3 of the Faculty Code. At the department level, if a person
feels that he or she was evaluated inaccurately, "they can
indicate that to the Faculty
Advancement Committee," Davis explained. "If
the Advancement Committee comes to the same
conclusion as the department, the individual can
meet with the Committee
and discuss the problems."
The next appeal can be
made directly to President
Phibbs. And, finally, if the
faculty member still feels
the decision is incongru-

The problem with the system, however, is that despite 17
reviewers' efforts to give a solid, unbiased evaluation, the
process is "inherently subjective," said English.
The committee members are fully aware of the gravity of
their tasks.
"If there were gaps in information, we didn't go ahead we would check and confirm with the department
any inconsistencies until
we were clear about what
they were saying," English
explained.
English him self was very
impressed "with the thor- S
oughness of the reviews.
My colleagues on the committee were very responsible reviewers of the cases
that came before us."
Having tenure, however, LAI
,

with hic, tr hr i-,rfr_

1990: Students protest the decision to deny tenure to
philosophy professor Cass Weller. The tenure process is
important to shaping the quality ofan UPS education.
teaching, evidence of personal growth and service and
demonstration of qualities that will benefit the department
and University throughout the faculty member's career.
As an example, a career track professor hired by the
University immediately after the completion of his or her
PhD would follow a time line something like this:
*Djjijg the first and second years, a professor's courses
are evaluated by students and by the department chair.
*The department chair then writes a letterofevaluation to
the other members of the department, a copy of which goes
to Tom Davis, Dean ofthe University. According to Davis,
these evaluations are kept within the department, and are
used to help the new professor identify strengths and
weaknesses. Serious consequences for the professor's job
are rare at this point; only if there are serious problems does
this process lead to a professor's removal.
"The hiring process is so thorough here," Davis commented, "that our assumption (at the time of hiring) is
they're good enough to get tenure."
*Djj.j1g the third year, the career-track professor is given
a "practice run" at the tenure evaluation process. Everything that happens during the sixth year, when tenure is
officially considered, takes place at this time.
This is "for feedback purposes," said Davis.
Again, the objective is to help the professor get comfortable with the evaluation process and to hone the skills and
qualities expected of a tenured professor.
"This is the place where you get your strong signal,"
commented Dr. John English, professor in the School of
Education and former Faculty Advancement Committee
member. "Are you on the right track, orare there significant
problems?"
This pressure, English added, isn't to intimidate the
professor: "The intention is not to load down the person
with pessimism, but to give them a clear target."
*The professor gets a reprieve from colleague evaluations
during the fourth and fifth years, as he or she sets his sights
on tenure.
* And Imally, the sixth year of a professor's career at
Puget Sound arrives and the tenure process is set into
motion.
"The individual puts together a file with literally anything
they want in it," explained Davis, "personal goals, professional goals, examples of scholarships, published books
and papers."
"These files are very large, " added English. "They also
include every student evaluation from each class for a
number of terms."
In addition, English continued, "we expect letters from
each colleague in the department."

FiflflL, nfl
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mance, there is an elaborate "hearing process with the Professional Standards Committee," Davis continued.
TheFaculty AdvancementCommittee is the body granted
the onerous task of awarding or declining a professor
tenure. The committee is formed of five faculty members
and Tom Davis. According to Dr. John English, each
member of the committee ideally serves three years. This
committee is made up offaculty members who are replaced
on a rotating basis—thus, the committee always has some
members who are returning and are familiar with the
evaluation process.
The members are nominated and elected by the faculty as
a whole, English said, and a list ofiwice as many candidates
as are needed is presented to Tom Davis, who makes the
fmal decision.
This allows the faculty to "choose the people who will be
adequate to the task," English said, while Davis ascertains
that these people represent a good balance across the
curriculum.
This committee considers not only tenure, but every
promotion of faculty, such as those from assistant to associate professor, or from associate to full professor.
According to English, "there were about fifty-five faculty
to be considered for promotions" every year. "It is surprising how consistent the number of candidates to be considered is."

SCIENCE, from page 1
rant some discussion. These included whether the new core
area was really necessary, what types of courses were
appropriate, whether different courses should be offered for
majors and nonmajors, and exactly what disciplines would
constitute science in these classes.
Several students raised the question of why a separate
course was needed to demonstrate the application and role
of science in society.
To this concern, Hanson responded, "Science courses are
usually fairly narrowly drawn toward the content of science
and there's often not a lot of time to deal with other issues
about the policy aspect of science...."
Associate Academic Dean Terry Cooney pointed out that
putting together a course
that incorporates several
disciplines and approaches
.1 ..
to a subject is "more of a
II1
challenge than itmightimmediately seem to be."
Commented student
Danielle Fagre, "It seems
i-r
to me that ... the solution
would be to just have scienceteachers teachhow
what they're teaching applies to their life." She felt
that adding a third science
core was unnecessary.
Said Hanson, however, "I think you are asking too much
ifyou're asking a science course to address all ofthese other
issues."
One student asked why one of the Natural World cores
could not simply be replaced by the Science in Context
core.
Said Cannon, "I take at face value the kinds of questions
that are being asked as a sign of there being a problem."
However, he emphasized the importance of science in the
curriculum.
"When you mention names like Isaac Newton, Charles
Darwin, orAlbertEinstein, you're mentioningpeople whose
intellectual achievements, the product of their minds, the

m.inrnnlna
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fessor lifetime employment, noted English.
For one, tenured faculty are still evaluated every five
years. And, "if significant problems arise, they can be put
in a probational status. The identified problems must be
solved within three years or they will be released."
This process "typically does not result in dismissal,"
English added, "although it is not unheard of." Dismissal
usually happens "because they either couldn't or wouldn't
perform at the level expected" of a tenured professor at the
University ofPuget Sound. "You mustimprove ifyou want
to stay."
If there is one thing that the tenure process here reveals
about the University itself, it is the institution's commitment to teaching. While other universities place emphasis
on research, UPS overwhelmingly supports teaching.
"It is unreasonable to ask students to put up with poor
faculty," commented English.
S
Students should be aware of the significance of their
course evaluations in this whole process, English said.
"Students need to know that their evaluations played a very
significant part in candidate consideration. Students need
to take them very seriously."
Moreover, students should know that this decision is a
grave one for those on the committee.
"I just would like to reiterate the seriousness with which
we take this," Davis concluded.

21

t

influence that they had, are comparable to Beethoven, are
comparable to Shakespeare, are comparable to anyone you
can talk about in our culture," he explained.
"I hadn't thought it was necessary to make a case for the
importance of people knowing something about science,"
he added. Instead, he felt that the issue was how to make
students want to acquire such knowledge.
Hanson pointed out that the number of science classes
required of students is actually an "underrepresentation" of
I
science in the university curriculum.
StudentJohn Harding commented thathe liked the idea of
the Science and Context core, but was concerned about the
requirement of two Natural World classes in addition to it.
"I see a lot of those classes as basics and stepping stones
you needtogive your maJuls,

II
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Cannon asked, however,
"wiat is wrong with expecting students ...to have
two of those units that are
really science courses?"
Harding suggested that 16
I L III L..'
the Science and Context
.
course be required earlier
NI
S OIT1
in a student's experience
so that it may pique one's
interest in a certain area in
which he or she may choose
to take more classes.
Cannon agreed that this was a possible approach, but he
also noted that many people "thought [the Science in
Context class] would be much more successful ifyou could
make use of substantial knowledge of science rather than
having to teach it along the way."
Both Cooney and Hanson suggested at somepoint that the S
same complaints and concerns raised by liberal arts majors
about science courses mightalso be made by science majors
about courses in the humanities.
Before the Science and Context courses will be taught as
required classes, they must be reviewed by the Curriculum
Committee. Some ofthem will be tested as well before they
are implemented into the curriculum.

aun t t ought it was
necessary t ni ake a c as e
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people knc ng
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East beats West, pfiayers need a rest

I

*

a

By Eric D. Williams
Sports Editor
The Logger men's and women's tennis
teams came up short in the win column on
its trip over the moââäuntains. However,
they were able to gain some valuable experience, playing against some excellentcompetition.
"We played pretty well," said men's tennis coach Steve Bowen. "We need to get
used to playing outdoors.
The element of the outdoors is something
new for the Loggers to deal with, as Puget
Sound has played most of its matches indoors this season. AtPullman against Washington State, the Loggers had to deal with
the wind blowing and the burning glaze of
the sun.
Although Puget Sound hung tough, the
Logger men fell 54 to the Cougars. Victors
for Puget Sound included Brent Chin at
number two singles and John Rice at number six while Jeff Wiltse and Rice won at
number two doubles and Chin and James
Wright won at number three doubles.
It didn't get any better for the Loggers on
Sunday, as Puget Sound lost to LewisClark State 8-1,and the University of Idaho
8-1.
"Lewis-Clark State played really solid
outside," Bowen said. "We played good
but they just played better.
"Idaho is a real strong division one team.
The losses were tough. Not playing over
spring break really hurt us. But I'm not
dissatisfied at all by are play. Districts is
coming up in a month. And we have to be
ready to play outside."
Scott Twito and David Ichikawa were
victorious in number three doubles against
the University of Idaho while John Rice
was the lone Puget Sound winner against

n
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Lisa Wong continues to be the number one player for the Logger women's tennis team.

Lewis-Clark State at number six singles, 63,6-0.
The women netters lost to Washington
State, Lewis-Clark State, and University of
Idaho over the weekend as well.
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The women's team will play today at2:30
p.m. against the University of Oregon at the
tennis pavilion.
The Logger men's tennis team and coach
Steve Bowen will be on the road again this
week, traveling to Walla Walla, Washington to meet Whitman College in a district
counting match on Saturday. Match time
will start at 3:00 p.m.
"I feel we are right where we want to be at
this point of the season," Bowen said. "Our
goal is to peak at districts. We don't want to
peak to early. Right now were are making
sure to straighten out people's errors and
mistakes so that we catch them before districts."

ANKLE SPRAIN
OR KNEE SPRAIN?
Pacific Sports Medicine, in
Tacoma, is conducting a clinical
research study for people who have
recently sprained their knee or
ankle.
You will receive up to $75 for
completing this 3 visit study
which includes FREE sprain exams
and FREE study medication.
If you or someone you know have
sprained an ankle or knee within
the past 40 hours, please call:
Paul at 383-3643, 8am
5pm or
597-9926 for a 24 hour digital
beeper.
-
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Men's crew paddles past Lutes, "Rooty, toot, toot"
DEric D. Williams
Sports Editor
The Logger crew team opened
the rowing season with a bang,
walking over Pacific Lutheran
University on Saturday, March
28th, at American Lake.
"It felt pretty good," said senior
crew member Joe Landers. "The
water was pretty rough, but we
rowed well."
The men won every event, except for the light four. Boats that
were victorious for Puget Sound
included the Open four and eight
boats. Also, the open eight, light
eight, and novice eight were also
victorious.
The women were not as lucky,
however, as they only managed to
win two events, the light four and
novice eight.
President Phil Phibbs and wife
Gwen were on hand to root the
Loggers on. Puget Sound now
moves on to face its toughest test
of the year, at the San Diego Crew
Classic.
Several top teams from the East
Coast including Harvard and Yale

will be there along with West Coast
power the University of California at Santa Barbara.
"Our first goal is to make it to the
finals," said Landers, whose light

4.

(Left) The Logger men's crew
team easily disposedofcross town
rival Pacific Lutheran on
Saturday, March 28. (Below)
r Phil Phibbs and his wife Gwen
routed the Loggers on to victory
at American Lake after
13
christening the new Puget Sound
rowboat.

r
U

women s crew team aian I row to victory.

eight boat will be facing tough
competition from the East coast.
"Then, our next goal is to beat all
the schools on the West coast.
And our final goal is to win it all.

"I think we are capable of beating these teams. But it will definitely be a test. Right now, were
pretty hyped for it."
Third year coach Rod Mott has
done an impressive job of getting
the Loggers ready for the highquality competition. Mott rowed
at Washington State University.
After the San Diego Classic, the
Loggers will move into regional
action, traveling to the Oregon
State Invitational at Corvallis,
Oregon.

Tired of
boring,
solitary
sports?

Why not show your stuff at the First
Annual April Fools 3-on-3 Basketball
tournament?

GET TRAINING IN
MILITARY INTELLIGENCE —
PLUS A BONUS OF PRIDE.

' • :i:
j
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As march madness winds down he University of Puget Sound will
be giving all those living room basketball junkies a chance to show
their stuff with.
The tournament will include three men's and two women's divisions. All games will be played at he Fieldhouse.
Prizes include basketball shoes, season tickets and gift certificates
for the free throw and three point shooting contests during the
course of the Tournament. Teams should be comprised of three or
four players and the fee is $65.00, which includes a T-Shirt for each
participant and free single game passes to UPS basketball in 199293.

Applications available
at the Fieldhouse,
X3415

-
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The frill-time pride you'll feel as an American for your
part-time service in the Army Reserve is a sound reason
for joining.
Another is the excellent experience you'll acquire in the
fascinating skills employed in military intelligence.
You'll also be well paid for part-time service - usually for one
weekend a month plus two weeks' Annual Training.
And for college students, money from the Montgomery GI
Bill added to pay earned during a standard enlistment could
provide over $18,000 for education.
Make an intelligent decision and look into the Army Reserve.
If you are a United States citizen
and speak Mandarin Chinese or Korean, CALL:
584-4035
472-9656
Lakewood
Tacoma Mall
BE ALL YOU CAN K.

ARMY RESERVE
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Softball hunts down Simon
• Fraser, runs them down
with a Chevy Blazer
EJBy Eric D. Williams
Sports Editor

a

The Puget Sound women's softball team
hosted Simon Fraser fora weekend series at
Peck Field. And after the dust had cleared
the dirt infield on the last âout Sunday
afternoon, the Loggers took 3-of-4 games
from the Clanspeople.
Thevictoriesimpmved the Loggers record
to 5-3 overall on the season.
Melody Stanley again was the leader of
the Logger's delensive charge. In the first
game of the series, Stanley whiffed 12
Simon Fraser batters, gave up just two hits
and no earned runs in a 3-0 Logger Victory.
In the game two on Saturday, Sophomore
Mary Ross, suffered a 4-0 loss due to Puget
Sound's lack of offensive support.
However, on Sunday the Logger bats
came to life, contributing to Puget Sound's
3-2, and 5-2 wins.
Third Base Person Tara Brown made some

great plays on defense and was hot at the
plate in all four games for the loggers.
Brown had a key triple in the first game to
solidify Puget Sound's win.
Also performing well offensively for the
Loggers were Ross (rbi double) and Jill
Kallas (double and two rbi's).
Stanley recorded two wins over the weekend that included 14 innings of work with
17 strikeouts. Stanley allowed four hits and
no earned runs. In addition, she was 6-13
.461 with three rbi's and two stolen bases.
The Loggers will close out the week with
a six game series at Peck Field in Tacoma.
Puget Sound will meet the Bearcats of
Willamette University from Salem, Oregon
on Friday, April 3rd at 2:00 p.m. On Saturday, the Loggers clash with Linfield College from McMinnville, Oregon. And on
Sunday Puget Sound will host Pacific University from Forest Grove, Oregon at 11:00
a.m.

17i

An unidentjfied Logger slides into second trying to break up a double play.
-w-
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• LaCrosse team gets chew cl ct up liKe i-iu r)i)a tiuDDa
By Eric D. Williams
Sports Editor

0

After one period, coach Shawn Alexander
was filling good about his chances of tinselting the mighty Huskies from the north.
Although his team was down 2-0, the Loggers had out shot the University of Washington 8-7 in that first period.
However, soon after the end of the second
period, Alexander's optimism had been
stomped into the Baker Stadium grass, as
the Huskies scored 11 goals in the second
period to run away from the Loggers, and

garnished a 20-10 victory.
"We played a great first quarter,"
Alexander said. "We just broke down defensivelv."

Junior Mike
Cooperman was a
bright spot for the
Loggers, scoring
six goals and adding one assist.
Cooperman had
just moved to the attacker position to get
closer shots on goal. Dana O'Connor also

"Lacrosse is an exhilarating sport."

LoggerLine
HOME 2:30p.m.
Away 12:30 p.m.

Loggers to host youth football clinic

Fri. April 3

PECK 2:00 p.m.

JTrail News Service

Softball vs. Willamette

Sat. April 4

Softball vs. Linfield
PECK 1:00p.m.
Baseball at Whitman (DII)
Away 1:00p.m.
Track and field at Lewis Clark College Invitational Away
Men's Tennis at Whitman College
Away 3:00 p.m.

Sun. April 5

Softball vs. Pacific University
Baseball at Whitman College

Baseball

a

maneuvering to the goal and getting close
shots on goal. Puget Sound had trouble with
the University ofWashington's speed, and
at times, had trouble passing on offense.
"When we were on offense, we controlled
the ball," Alexander said. "But we are just
not playing good defense right now."
Logger football player Pete Hanilik saw
some action as a defenseman against the
Huskies. Although he has been playing
lacrosse for only a week, Haniik had taken
to the sport well.
"I didn't' get as many hits as I wanted,"
Hanilik said. "They were too fast. But this
is great. LaCrosse is an exhilarating sport."

Thur. April 2 Women's Tennis vs. Univ. of Oregon
Golf at Central Washington Invitational

Wed. April 8 Baseball at Pacific Lutheran University
Softball at Pacific Lutheran University

a

had two goals for Puge: Sound.
The Loggers played well in the first period, with the Puget Sound offense controlling the game for
most or the time.
After the crash of
the second penod, Puget Sound
tried to regroup,
but found themselvesdown 18-5
after three penoils.
The Huskies took adantage of the Loggers youth and inexperience on defense,

The Logger baseball team will be packing
their bags and heading to Walla Walla,
Washington to face the Missionaries of
Whitman College in district 1 action on
Saturday and Sunday. Saturday's action
will be a doubleheaderwhich begins at 1:00
p.m. with Sunday's lone game starting at
noon.
The Loggers will be facing district 1 foe
Whitman for the first time this year. The
Loggers are coming offa doubleheader loss
to Concordia College on Sunday. The Loggers dropped a 1 1 -0 contest and a 6-4 battle.
The Loggers were victims of a no-hit
pitching performance by Concordia's
Greenland. In the second game of the twin
bill Puget Sound had four runs on five hits
as the Loggers took a 1-0 lead in the first
Concordia tied it in the second and went up
2-1 in the third inning. The Loggers took
the lead back at 4-3 in the fourth as Mark
Malnar and Jason Olson had back-to-back

PECK 11:00a.m.
Away NOON
3:30 p.m.
3:00 p.m.

singles and Gary Markham delivered a
double. Concordia came up with the big
four run fifth to clinch it despite aone run by
the Loggers in the seventh.

Golf
The University of Puget soujid golf team
encountered some rough competition at the
second annual City Championship Golf
tournament that was held last Thursday,
Mareh 26th at Lipoma Firs course near
Graham, Washington. The Loggers finished fourth in the five-team field with 352
points. Tacoma Community College won
the team title by two strokes over Pacific
Lutheran University, with Green River
Community College coming in a distant
third. S t. Martins fmished last, behind Puget
Sound. Darrin Pillotson and Kerby Court of
Pacific Lutheran captured co-medalists
honors. SteveReents ledtheLoggers, shooting an 81 in thel8-hole format.

It may be sunny and warim hut
football is on he minds of ti
football coaching staff and
players as they join with
Pizza Answer ofTacoma to
provideayouth football fundamentals clinic form
10a.m. to 2p.m. April 25 at
Baker Stadium. The clinic
is an Opportunity for 7-10
year olds to learn more about the basics of

the game.
Coach Ross Hjelseth and his
staff along with the 1992 Logger football team will instruct
youngsters on the skills of catching, throwing, ball carrying,
punting, kicking, pass coverage
ci other football related skills. In
on, the $10 registration fee in..-..-.-,, ee pizza for lunch, provided by
Pizza Answer and shared with the UPS
squad.
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depend on his or hereffecton, and relationship with, students—the ability to be a
Teacher. For that reason, I believe that the
Teacher evaluated highly by students of
today will be evaluated highly by students
of tomorrow— and what, at a teaching
university, Counts more than a recognized
ability to teach?
I feel sorrow and anger when a Teacher as
loved and respected as Beth Kalikoff or
Cass Weller is turned away. Not only for
them and myself, but for the loss of future
students who will never experience them. I
hope their attention is truly focused where
it should be—on the students.
Adam Burdick
Senior, EngLfMus

Laws are made to be obeyed

tters to the EcCitor
Kalikoff decision disillusioning
To the Editor:
The recent controversy over Beth
Kalikoff's situation and the general state of
the faculty evaluation process has disturbed
me intensely. I have found myself at times
furious at what appears to be another instance of disregard of students' opinions.
To those of you who just mentally told
yourself that this is an old and worn out
record, take another look and listen. I
appreciate the gesture of the Faculty Advancement Committee in their letter clarifying their position in the recent issue of
The Trail. I am not completely convinced
of gender equality within the university,
but will leave that question to each student
to evaluate as s/he wishes, keeping in mind
the fact that statistics can be manipulated to
mean anything.
I wish to address what the Committee's
phrase "due consideration" of student evaluations means, and what I believe it should
mean. The committee places those evaluations within the context of "the whole body
of evidence." Of all the evidence, [not one
piece] reaches the students of anyone not
immediately involvethntheprocess. Iheartfly agree with the need and right for privacy, but am left wondering what that other
"evidence" might be.
Perhaps in ignorance I have grossly simplified the process in addressing only five

potential standards: student evaluations,
faculty evaluations, departmental involvement, scholarship, andpersonal and professional behavior. Regardless of that ignorance, I cannot imagine how these or any
other standards would be more important
than student evaluations. I believe that
faculty evaluations are important, but not
nearly as much as students'. I know of
professors involved in departmental wars
who are all supported by students. I agree
that scholarship is important—professors
should keep up in their fields. But, one
must be exceedingly careful in using supposed "quality" or quantity of scholarship
as criteria. As for personal behavior, certainly some extremes of behavior cannotbe
encouraged. However, I believe this to be
germane to evaluation very rarely.
There should be no doubt that this university exists for its students. For those of you
who just rolled your eyes at this awful
cliché, I make this correction: Students of
the present but also of the past and the
future—considering the needs of today,
while respecting a honorable tradition and
a greater potential—as a learning institution. I would not use the phrase if I did not
suspect that the Faculty Advancement Committee has lost sight of that focus, instead
placing it in an abstract "University."
I submit that the qualities of a "good"
professor do not change with time; they

eel
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If you could m
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Dear Editor:
As an unabashed rabid supporter of "excruciatingly reactionary measures," I quite
naturally found that Eric Gislason's editorial (March 26, "Why Governor Gardner
should read Milton") lodged firmly in my
craw.
I was dismayed by Mr. Gislason's defeatist attitude, by his willingness to capitulate
to the admittedly powerful beast of popular
culture. Unlike Mr. Gislason, I do not believe that noncompliance with a code of
behavior is any reason to discard that code.
Nay, I believe that noncompliance with the
law demands stricter laws and tougher enforcement. Unfortunately, American society is replete with liberals likeMr. Gislason
who demand that law be abandoned because people do not follow it. This same
attitude wrought the decline of American
education: because students cannot meet
the standards of the S.A.T., because they
cannot write well, because they cannot
solve math problems, educators curse the
S.A.T., condemn high standards, and proceed to deem second- and third-rate work
acceptable.
I submit that we need to return to high
standards and a respect for law. As Russell
Kirk recently wrote, "The rising generation in these United States have heard a
great deal about rights; not much about
duties." Thus, Mr. Gislason's appeal to
"citizen's First Amendment rights," and
Nadine Strossen's fear that out "rights" are
beingeroded. Tonguein cheek, Kirk asked,
"As for duties—why, who would be so
impolite as to mention oppression of that
sort?" As for standards of conduct, as for
the value of social norms and the importance of obeying the law, who would be so
reactionary as to mention oppression of
that sort?
Rather than abandon the law in the face of
noncompliance, we should reclaim the law.
It is no surprise that people defy the law
when popular culture—movies, song, television—laud rule-breakers and praise rebellion. Witness a recent Burger King
advertising campaign slogan: "Sometimes
you just gotta break the rules." Where, in
the putrid morass of popular culture, are
the voices that support the tradition of

American order?
Although I disagree with Mr. Gislason's
defeatism, I concur with his prescription for
Governor Gardner. Unlike Mr. Gislason, 1]
however, I would prescribe Paradise Lost,
which was written by an older, wiser, more
mature Milton, rather than Areopagitica,
which was written by a young, radical, and
mischievous Milton. We should glean our
wisdom from the fruits ofMilton's middleaged contemplation rather than the dregs of
his youthful illusions.
In Paradise Lost, Eve believed that experience was the only source of knowledge;
she failed to understand that experience
opens the gates of evil, not virtue.
Milton argued that Adam, equipped with
right Reason, could lead a virtuous life and
could know virtue without experiencing
evil. Unfortunately, Adam abandons Rcason and yields to his passions, and consequently falls. After the fall, Adam says,
"Greatly instructed I shall hence depart, full n
ofknowledge; what this vessel can contain]
Beyond which wasmyfolly toaspire. Henceforth I learn that to obey is best,! And love
with fear the only God.. .and on him sole
depend." Adam has learned that the key to
living a virtuous life is to learn from the
mistakes of the past, to know the lessons of
history, and to obey the laws established
through the wisdom of our ancestors. We
need not repeat the mistakes of the past to
know that they were mistakes: we need
only obey the laws that our ancestors have
so generously and beneficently provided.
If everyone followed the lesson of Paradise Lost, obscene "music"and "art" would
not exist. But many people ignore Milton's
advice; therefore, we need law to restrain
the untutored masses. Rather than mock the
law, we should admire its wisdom and promote its respect.
Sincerely,
Ray Kahler

*

James homophobic
To: Editor, The Trail
Shauna M. James makes a homophobic
comment in her March 26, 1992 article,
"Once again, it's Oscar time!" In discussing a musical number, she states: "Can you
imagineDriving MissDaisy with gay male
dancers and 22-year-old women in leotards? Good for you if you can see it. I'm
stuck with it for the rest of my days."
Shauna should not assume that all male
dancers are gay people. Shauna and all the
editorial staff of The Trail should examine
their beliefs about homosexual people and
maintain a strict editorial policy which
does not depreciate any individual or group
based on stereotypes or prejudices.
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Bess Noble
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,-Uravity nnot be held responsible
for pople falling in love.
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Albert Einstein
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Theresa Miller "Nature scenes with quiet
music, because that's where I'd like to be
right now."

David Nakamura "A documentary of Mt.
Rainier and I would talk about the
environment, because no one else has."

Ken Lyons "The second coming of the
MCSsinh who is to come in the year 2000,
to refliffid people ihat we are really
damaging thepurity of this woriW"

Brad Yule "My own little Monte Python
movie, because I seem to fmd events in my •
life that are like Monte Python movies."

April 2, 1992
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en's bodies deserve more than haphazard medicine
the issue was not discussed. Talk about
terrifying! And talk about an example of
the often tragic ramifications of sexism in
our society. Sexism is not always overt and
it is not always a matter of chauvinistic
behavior. In cases like women's health and
scientific research on women, the sexism of
our society is so deep that questions about
women are not even brought up. Take the
"an aspirin a day will help fight against
heart disease" research that came out a few
years ago. This claim was tested only on
men, a frighteningly common occurrence
in medical research. As it turns out, for
women an aspirin a day is actually a bad
idea and can lead to health problems that
would not occur in men. Hysterectomies
are another area where women's health has
been sacrificed due to the inherent sexism
in our nation's medical practices. For years
hysterectomies
werepeormedfor
all kinds of "feminine problems,"
even as a form of
birth control. The
fact that removing
a woman's uterus
could cause problems ranging from
an increased risk of
heart disease to a
lowered sex drive

Ff

L]By Maria Kolby
pinions Editor

Breasts. How th is
eeding apparatus
turned into an object of lust I do not know.
As an owner of breasts, I am still puzzled by
their enormous importance for many people
in Western society. But important they are,
and not as mammary glands, but as objects
of "beauty." Indeed, the sight of a woman
breast-feeding in public is one that offends
many people, which is odd considering the
fact that feeding babies is why breasts are
on a woman's body in the first place. But it
is this perception of breasts as a criteria for
femininebeauty thatmade the siliconebreast
implant issue so much more potentially
tragic than it could have been.
Pihtv nercent of the women who have

silicone implanted into their breasts have it
done for cosmetic reasons. 80%! These are
not women who have had their breasts
removed for health. These are women who
want larger breasts in order to be more
attractive, and a bigger bra size is a way to
for them to accomplish their goal. While I
have nothing against cosmetic surgery, this
definitely says something about the importànce of breasts as a symbol of female
beauty in this country. And the fact that the
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Drug Administration ignored a product that should have
been immediately recognizable as an item
to be tested. The entire idea of implanting
someone with silicone sounds risky—it
seems an investigation would have been
instantly indentified as necessary. This
raises the questions of 'What exactly is
going on in the FDA? How safe are the
things they approve? And who makes the
decisions about what is examined closely
and what isn't?"
Dow Corning, the benevolent company
who "helps you do great things," decided to
suppress possibly damning information in
order to make a profit. This raises ethical
questions about where the barriers ofcapitalism and properly conducted research lie.
When and where do human dignity and
safety become expendable in the effort to
grab the almighty dollar?
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too: men who are
more concerned
about women's
health
than
women's busts,
and men who realize th at a disregard of one pr od uct could easily
extend in to a disregard of ano th er.

up because, once
again, the long-term effects were not tested
on other animals, but on female human
beings.
The history of putting a low priority on
women's health goes back forages. During
the rise in numbers of male doctors practicing obstetrics and gynecology, male ob/
gyns would examine their female patients
without taking the women's clothes offi
This was, ofcourse, because women's hodies were to be shielded from male eyes.
Needless to say, incorrect diagnoses were
made and women's health suffered. And
all because her outward nudity was an expression of sexuality, instead ofjust being
seen as a human body.
Breast implants are the same. A woman's
sexuality takes precedence over her rights
to thorough health care. I would ask UPS
students planning on entering the medical

overlook the implications of silicone being
implanted into women's breasts says something even more terrifying about what our
society is willing to risk to give women
"beauty." This flagrant disregard for even
testing theimplants indicates thatawoman's
beauty is moreimportant than her health. In
short, her outside body, her looks, are of
more interest than her physical well-being.
I am not saying that someone at Dow or at
the FDA sat down and said:
"Hey, what if these things burst open and
thesilicone started leaking into the woman's
body?"
and another person replied:
"Hell, who cares? A woman should have
big boobs before she's healthy."
That, at least, would be a level of thought
about the issue. That it took the FDA 12
years to even ask the question "Hey, are
these thinsnrooerly tested?" indicates that

II

..

And finally some doctors, coincidentally
all of th em plas ti c surgeons, have cornplained a bo ut th e " scare," saying that th ey
have se en no problems and th at th is uproar
is frigh te ning women unnecessar il y. Th is
is pe rhaps th e d eepest cut of all. First, th is
attitude says th at th e al mighty do llar 's sway
can al ter even th e in terpretation of th e
Hippocratic oa th . It sa ys "We ll , do I stand
back and see if my d ecis ion to help pe ople
is be ing nega te d by implanting th em wi th
si licone? Or do I watch my profi ts run
down the drain an d bell yache all th e wh il e
that eve ry one is over-exaggerating?" Person al ly, I would like a d octo r who considered th e latter, over one who d ec ided that
since she or he hadn't s een an y problems in
her or his prac ti ce, the problem didn't exist.
Th ink of how da ngerous such an attitude
would be if I came to my d octo r wi th a rare
disease!
And now about ttie idea mat women are
be ing fr ighten ed unnecessa ri ly by th is information? What exactly is th e ra ti onale
be hind th is idea? Would these doctors rather
people not talk a bo ut fri gh te ning issues?
Do these d octo rs th ink women are t oo de li cate to he ar scary info rm a ti on? And re al ly,
what is th e worst possible th ing th at could
happen if a wom an w as sc ared about her
imp la n ts ? She would have th em remov ed .
SO WHAT? Who is th at hurting? Th e idea
that it would be better to just not te ll women
anything is insulting. And it is dangerous
for women who might exhibit signs of a
leaking implant. Under the silence scenario the possibilities of a problem getting
worse before it was checked is much higher
tha n if a woman was aware of the danger
from the start.
The FDA took too long to stand up and
say "Hey? What's going on?" But they
have done it. Perhaps they will discover
that silicone is perfectly safe, or at least, is
under certain conditions. But the issue
is ultimately not whether breast implants
are a danger, but why the yea or nay of that
question wasn 't answered before they
started being put into women's bodies. The
researehers and doctors ofAmerica should
pay attention to those answers. Hopefully
in the future these people will consciously
question safety and research methods, regardless of the sex of their patients.
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profession to re aliz e th e impact sexism can
have on the inform ati on th ey receive. And
tho se who w il l be do in g research must face
up to" th e wom an qu estion" in their studies.
Women hould not have to suffer through
the agony of not kn owing whe th er th eir
doc tors are giving th em correct information, or whe ther the researche rs th e ir doctors ci te are releasing sex-neutral in formati on. It should be understood th at w ha t
doctors prescribe or put in side th e body has
been tested for men and women an d, if it
h as not, th at should be expl ai n ed to th e
patient.
Th e year s it took the FDA to ask whe th er
implan ts were safe, the fact th at Dow Corning suppress ed in fo rm a ti on to make a buck,
th e fact that doc tors are complaining abo ut
the newly released informa ti on, thes e are
all causes for concern. The issue should
worry not only
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CAMPUS EVENTS AND TRADITIONS
Presented by
The University of Puget Sound
Alumni Association
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Explore the tremendous resources available to you through
University of Puget Sound Alumni on
Tuesday, April 7, 1992
in the Student Union Rotunda
6:30 p.m. - 8:30 p.m.
Over 60 Alumni from a variety of disciplines and walks of life will be
available to share their knowledge and expertise with you.

0It is an opportunity you should not miss.

The Universityof

Puget Sound

Office of Alumni Relations

